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1. Rwanda blames rebels for the reported destruction of Gatuna Bridge, which may mar the 7 September OAU summit and prospects for peace.

2. A Rwandan foreign ministry communiqué and Embassy Kigali's Rwandan military sources claim that Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) rebels dynamited the Gatuna Bridge near the Ugandan border and mined the roadway on either side of the bridge on the night of 2 to 3 September. Rwanda says RPF rebels attacked the Rwandan army but were repulsed, and that rebels then dynamited the bridge and mined the roadway to cover their retreat into Uganda. Rwandan officials termed the alleged RPF attack a rebel attempt to occupy Rwandan territory in order to strengthen the rebels' hand in the peace process. However, Rwandan officials offered no evidence of rebel responsibility. The nearby border post was an entry point for the rebels' October 1990 invasion, and Gatuna region has since been the site of numerous clashes.

3. An OAU mini-summit of regional heads of state appears to remain set to open 7 September, after repeated postponements, though clashes between Rwanda and the RPF continue to occur in violation of the March cease-fire. The imminent reopening of the corridor comprising the roadway and the bridge was meant to be a complementary confidence-building measure to defuse political and economic tensions between Rwanda and neighboring states. Rwandan military sources said the reopening of the corridor, a major regional commerce route until rendered unsafe by the conflict, is now delayed indefinitely.

4. Comment: Information on the alleged incident has so far been sketchy. The RPF has focused during the 11-month conflict on upsetting Rwanda's economic infrastructure and forced the closing of key roads in the first place. RPF tactics, however, are typically to shell troops from some distance away or to harass them with sporadic hit-and-run attacks, not to use mines or destroy bridges.

5. Inconsistencies and the absence of hard evidence do not preclude the RPF from having done the damage the Rwandans allege. The RPF may possess mines, or the report may simply contain errors. Because the RPF is excluded from the 7 September summit, the rebels...
MAY HAVE WANTED TO REMIND SUMMIT PARTICIPANTS NOT TO UNDERESTIMATE THEM. THE OFTEN VOCAL RPF, HOWEVER, HAS NOT CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY. DELAYING THE ROADWAY'S OPENING ALSO RISKS ALIENATING THOSE SYMPATHETIC REGIONAL ACTORS WHOSE ECONOMIES SUFFER BY ITS CONTINUED CLOSURE.

6. (Θ) WHILE UNLIKELY TO HAVE DESTROYED A RWANDAN BRIDGE, THE RWANDAN ARMY COULD ACCIDENTALLY HAVE SET OFF ITS OWN MINES ON THE ROADWAY; IT USES THEM OFTEN AND SOMETIMES FORGETS WHERE IT LAID THEM.

7. (Θ) REAL PROGRESS IN THE PEACE PROCESS WILL PLACE STRAINS ON THE RWANDAN GOVERNMENT; AMONG THE ISSUES TO BE FACED ARE THE RETURN OF HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF REFUGEES AND POLITICAL LIBERALIZATION THAT REBELS SAY SHOULD INCLUDE THE PRESIDENT'S RESIGNATION AND MORE ETHNIC POWER-SHARING. (DECL OADR)